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LEGAL NOTICE 



 

The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and complete as 

possible in the creation of this report, notwithstanding the 

fact that he does not warrant or represent at any time that 

the contents within are accurate due to the rapidly changing 

nature of the Internet. 

While all attempts have been made to verify information 

provided in this publication, the Publisher assumes no 

responsibility for errors, omissions, or contrary 

interpretation of the subject matter herein. Any perceived 

slights of specific persons, peoples, or organizations are 

unintentional. 

In practical advice books, like anything else in life, there 

are no guarantees of income made. Readers are cautioned to 

reply on their own judgment about their individual 

circumstances to act accordingly. 

This book is not intended for use as a source of medical, 

legal, business, accounting or financial advice. All readers 

are advised to seek services of competent professionals in 

medical, legal, business, accounting, and finance field. 
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Chapter 1 - Introducing Exotic Bengal Kittens to 



You – Briefing Their Characteristics 

 

Having a pet in the house reflects a kind heart of a 
home owner. Exotic Bengal kittens are popular not only 
in India but across the world. Good news for the pet 
lovers! They can now bring a cute kitten to home, 
Bengali kitten which is considered as one of the best 
breeds of kittens. 

  

Several people bring Bengali kittens to their home but 
it is true that these pets need special care. If you 
are a pet lover then certainly you are eager to know 
more about the characteristic of Bengal kittens. 

  

Bengal kittens look bit wild by their looks but 
personality is completely opposite. They are not only 
lovable pet but they are active, intelligent, alert and 
active as well. They can easily accommodate with other 
pets in the home. Bengal kittens need love from their 
master and thus it is essential that you should spend 
some time with them to know more about their 
characteristic. 

  

Bengal kittens require much more space or freedom as 
compared to other cats. It is due to their active and 
curious nature. When it comes to grooming, Bengal cats 
have small hairs which means they need less grooming 
comparatively other cats. Flea treatment and regular 
bathing is essential to keep it sanitized. 

  



If you go for a morning walk then make sure to go with 
your Bengal kitten because they love walking. They are 
really active but sometimes they enjoy in completely a 
different manner. If you have a tree nearby your house 
then you need to spend some time beneath tree to get it 
back. Still, you will enjoy the company of this little, 
cute and muscular kitten. 

  

Choosing a pet for home can be bit difficult but you 
can easily notice a best Bengal kitten by considering 
the behavior. They are active and look wise quite 
unique as compared to other traditional cats. Just like 
wild cats they are brave and have natural tendency to 
climb or fight. It is true that Bengal kittens are 
affectionate along with incredibly intelligent and 
cute. Caring of kittens is not like dogs but you need 
to spend some time so that your pet gets familiar to 
you. 

  

If you have less time to take care of your kitten then 
make sure to hire anyone who can care for your pet 
during your absence. You will be addicted to such 
beautiful and exotic Bengal kittens but it is essential 
to keep additional money per month for the grooming and 
wellness of your kitten.  

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2 - How to take well care of Bengal cat? 



 

If you have a new born Bengal cat in your home then it 
is essential to take special care of it in order to 
keep it healthy. Most people afraid of keeping new born 
kittens in the house as there is a good care required 
to keep your kitten healthy. Small or new born kittens 
need warmth as it is bit hard for them to keep their 
normal body temperature. Make sure to follow the same 
regime for around 3 to 4 weeks till they grown up. It 
is better to use a plastic container to keep your 
kittens. It is essential to bring a spacious container 
in which your kittens can adjust comfortably. Also, you 
can easily wash away that plastic container. 

  

It is also important to cover the newly born Bengal 
kittens with a warm blanket or cloth for their 
protection. It will be great if you can keep some warm 
bottles of water in the container with cats. You can 
also use heating pad rather than warm bottles. New born 
kittens only drink milk and it is good to bring a baby 
bottle to feed them. You need to feed the kittens in 
every 2 hours at least for a week. 

  

New born Bengal kittens have their own tendency to eat 
or drink, so do not feed forcefully. After feeding, it 
is suggested that you should massage their tummy for 
easy digestion. It also helps in stimulating organs 
which is important for their survival. Mother cat do 
this with tongue, certainly you had seen this! 

Food poisoning is the main threat to Bengal kittens but 
you need to take special care of their food. Food with 
fungus or bacteria can be life threatening, so try to 



avoid such foods. Human food can also be dangerous for 
your kitten, so if you have seen any sign of vomiting 
or coughing, seek immediate medical assistance. Always 
remember that most Bengal kittens are severely allergic 
to chocolates as obromine and caffeine in the 
chocolates are dangerous for kittens, so try to avoid! 

 

There are three major factors which must be considered 
seriously.  

• Is your kitten not eating much food just like every 
day?  

• How many times your kitten is going potty or not 
going? 

• Are you noticing some signs of coughing, fever or 
abnormal activities? 

 

If your answer to the above questions is yes then you 
must approach a veterinarian before its symptoms get 
uncontrolled. So, follow these simple steps to take 
good care of your Bengal cat.  

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 3 - Common Health Problems Related 

in Bengal Kittens 



 

Bengal kittens require serious care due to their unique 
and distinct breed. There are some practical health 
problems with their answers. Every pet owner who is 
serious about the health of their pet must check out 
the below safety norms. 

  

Snaky cats have very bad habit of garbage tasting but 
it can be too dangerous for the kittens. It is 
essential to take good care of your Bengal kitten in 
order to prevent such garbage picking habit. Diarrhea, 
vomiting, bloody vomiting, weakness, fever and 
abdominal pain are few signs of food poisoning in 
Bengal kitten. Follow the instructions given by 
veterinarian to cover up the health of kitten in short 
time. Teflon is also another kind of food poisoning and 
is common among Bengal kittens. Symptoms are same but 
visit your veterinarian to get right treatment. 

  

Bengal cats are really allergic to chocolates but it 
may happen sometimes, not commonly. Make sure not to 
leave chocolates near kitten’s place as it can be too 
dangerous for your pet. Excess urination, vomiting, 
weakness, fast breathing, seizure and hyperactivity are 
few symptoms of allergy via chocolates. During festival 
seasons, there are more chances to leave chocolates 
near kitten’s place, so try avoiding this! 

 

In a home, there are different kinds of cleaning 
solvents available and you need to avoid such items to 
protect your cat. Toilet cleaners, bleach, caustics, 



detergent and pine oil can be too dangerous for your 
cat. These items may harm the organs of your kitten. If 
you have noticed such activity of cat, make sure to 
visit your veterinarian as early as possible. 

  

Bengal cats are easily affected by different kinds of 
parasites and fleas. Some people often use dog’s flea 
product on cat but it is harmful for cat and thus make 
sure to avoid such solutions. Just clean the skin of 
your kitten regularly to maintain its overall health. 
Consuming heavy metals such as lead and zinc may be 
dangerous for the health of your kitten. It may create 
constipation, pain in abdomen and diarrhea like 
symptoms. There are different kinds of drugs available 
in the house for human beings may also be dangerous for 
Bengal kitten. 

  

Consuming different kinds of worms such as roundworms, 
tapeworms, hookworms and heartworms may be poisonous 
for kittens. Thus, it is always suggested that one 
should care for the Bengal kittens and it is better not 
to leave your kitten without accompanying it. So, you 
can consider the above problems which can be too 
harmful for kittens if not treated on time.     

 

 

 

 

Chapter 4 - Type of feed to give them 

at different age level 



 

In the market, you can find aplenty of cat foods for 
different age groups but it is essential to give a 
right food to your Bengal kitten according to age 
level. Age is one of the crucial factors by considering 
which you should feed your kitten. Health is another 
factor which must be considered before choosing a right 
food for cat. Food for kittens comes in three different 
textures which may include dry, wet or canned and 
moist. Dry food is given to Bengal kittens at the age 
group of 4 weeks. Most cats at the same age groups are 
finicky eaters. You will be surprised to know that most 
cats are finicky eaters. 

  

Cats at the age group of 1 to 2 weeks always like chewy 
and soft food. You can also give wet food to your 
Bengal kitten at this age group. This kind of food 
actually comes in foil packets or cans. As you know 
cats are carnivorous which simply means that their diet 
must contain meat. No matter whether you are giving 
food to which age group of cat but it is essential to 
consider meat as one of the major ingredients. You can 
give corn products to Bengal kittens during the first 
or second week of its birth but after that you should 
give meat exclusively as major food. 

  

There are different flavors in which cat foods are 
available in the market. You will be amazed to know 
that wet, moist and dry foods for Bengal kittens are 
also available in the flavors of beef, lamb and chicken 
flavors. You can also choose food combinations such as 
lamb or beef, chicken or lamb and beef or chicken. 



Bengal kittens are bit picky in choosing these flavors 
and undoubtedly do not get surprised if any food or 
flavor is affronted by your kitten. It is essential to 
take special care while giving food to on to 4 weeks 
old kitten. They have sensitive digestive system and 
thus make sure to give food which can easily digested. 

  

You can feed fresh meat to your adult Bengal cat but 
make sure to give a limited quantity. Bengal kittens 
are all time hungry pets but do not feed them all time 
as your cat may get overweight. In fact, it is better 
to take them for a morning or evening walk which they 
will love to go. So, after 4 weeks, you can continue 
giving them normal dry cat food which they can eat 
comfortably.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 5 - Hybrid cat breed facts 

 



There is a huge demand for hybrid cat breeds across the 
world and the main reason behind this rising interest 
of people is the amazing features. Bengal cat can be a 
great alternative for hybrid cat breed. Good news for 
the cat lovers as Bengal cat is one of the most 
demanding cats throughout world. Bengal kittens are not 
only active but they are fluffy, incredibly cute and 
very lovely creatures. There are some facts about this 
unique and incredible breed which must be well known to 
all who are planning to bring Bengal kittens to home. 
Well, the very first fact of this hybrid Bengal cat is 
that they have strong need to fight and hunt for their 
food. 

  

This type of behavior of Bengal cats ends with dropping 
them at a rescue center or animal shelter. If you want 
to know more about the hybrid cat breed facts, you can 
discuss it with any member of rescue center or animal 
shelter who has kept Bengal kittens for long time. If 
someone wants to bring such hybrid cat breeds to home, 
they should approach the animal shelters or cat rescue 
facilities. Such organizations are either privately 
owned or an NGO working for the welfare of different 
cat breeds across the world. They play crucial role in 
correcting the behavior of cats which means anyone can 
buy cats from such centers without any worry from the 
behavior aspect. 

  

You can also buy hybrid cat breeds from any other 
facility but you cannot have any control on their wild 
behavior. This is the reason it is always suggested 
that one should consider such issues seriously before 
buying hybrid cat breed. Another fact and of course 



benefit of buying a Bengal cat from a rescue center is 
that they are nurtured and properly vaccinated which is 
more important. If you buy any breed of cat from any 
other center, you need to give complete vaccination for 
your and family member’s safety. 

  

A major fact about the hybrid cat is that more you 
nurture or stimulate a hybrid cat; more you can acquire 
control over it. The aggressive behavior of hybrid cat 
is mainly due to boredom but if you are with your pet 
most of the time, you can limit this aggressive 
behavior to great extent. Also, you need to treat your 
hybrid kitten with great affection and make it to learn 
good etiquettes. Most Bengal cats are the end result of 
mating with Leopard Asian cat and domestic cat. So, try 
to gather more knowledge about such hybrid cat breeds 
to get the best type of cat.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 6 - How to raise them for loving companion 

 



Bengal kittens are considered to be lovable, wonderful 
pet and great companion. It is true that by raising 
them perfectly, they will be gentle, playful, 
affectionate, outgoing and even tempered. Leopard Asian 
cat is considered to be the ancestor of Bengal cat. 
When it comes to physical attribute, Bengal cats are 
considered to be powerful, active and surefooted. The 
lovable nature of Bengal kitten mainly depends upon the 
attention and love given to your pet during early life. 
It is true that some Bengal cats are just like showmen 
but some often stay reserved. If you want to make your 
pet as a loving companion, it is essential to give it 
more time and affection. 

  

If you have any other pet, dog or other cat in the 
house, make sure to gather complete knowledge about the 
early life of your kitten before adopting. You can 
easily get a clear insight of this by considering their 
behavior with breeder’s family members. If you have any 
other pet in the house, make sure to introduce slowly 
to all. It is true that pets need some time to get 
adjusted in a new environment but introducing new toys 
and good food, you can make the task much easier. It is 
always suggested that one should keep the Bengal 
kittens indoor. It is mainly due to fact that they are 
cute, striking and beautiful. They can be easily stolen 
and adopted by someone else, so take special care of 
it! 

 

If you really want to raise your Bengal kittens as 
lovable, always remember they love playing in water. 
You can allow them playing water games or allow then to 
take bath with you. They are intelligent creatures and 



can easily adjust in the family by introducing such 
tricks. Best and right time to take Bengal kittens to 
home is during normal or peaceful time. For instance, 
it is avoided to bring during festival time or during 
holidays. It is just an advice as you cannot give more 
time to your Bengal during holidays or festivals. 

  

Bengal cats need more space wherever you are going to 
keep them. Make sure to access them water easily else 
they can create nuisance in the home. Also, they are 
quite demanding and you can easily understand their 
vocabulary after spending few days with them. They are 
not only beautiful and affectionate but they are 
considered to be very intelligent as well. So, 
definitely by giving proper care to your Bengal kitten, 
you can raise them as a loving companion.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 7 - Where to find best Bengal kittens from 

 



Bengal cat is actually a foreign breed which also looks 
similar to wild cat. Color and behavior of Bengal cat 
makes it unique and different from several other 
breeds. Bengal kittens looks like gold and it has a 
very shiny fur. Asian leopard is actually an ancestor 
of Bengal cat. They are not only different in looks but 
they are extremely intelligent as compared to 
traditional cats. There are several resources from 
where you can find best Bengal kittens. You can also 
ask to the people who have already purchased Bengal 
kittens. They can easily tell you the best place where 
you can find best Bengal kittens. 

  

There are several reputable breeders available and thus 
you can approach those breeders to buy Bengal kittens. 
By visiting them, you can ask questions about the 
Bengal cats. Breeder must be highly knowledgeable and 
cats must look happy and healthy. It is essential to 
look at the way a breeder is handling the kittens. It 
will give you a clear insight about the right way to 
treat kittens in the home. Not just one but makes sure 
to visit different kitten breeders to experience as 
many breeders as possible. However, it is essential to 
confirm whether a cat has any congenital defect or not. 
Reputed breeders instantly tell if there is any kind of 
defect in the cat or not. 

 

Also, you need to decide whether you want a kitten or 
cat as there is a lot of difference between both. Some 
breeders also offer health guarantee in case if the 
kitten or cat turns out to be in very bad health. You 
can also have a look at the living condition where the 
breeder is keeping all kittens or cats. If the kittens 



or cats are living in good condition, you can go ahead 
to buy Bengal. However, if a breeder is making excuse 
for not showing up the condition of kittens, you can 
get an idea of what he/she is hiding from you. 

  

By asking such questions, you can easily read out the 
integrity and honesty of breeder. There are several 
breeders you can find online but still you need to 
interrogate about the living condition of kittens or 
cats. It is a best way to find out the best breeder and 
thus you can get the best Bengal kitten for your home. 
By searching online, you need to make the list of top 
10 Bengal cat kitten breeders and then you can contact 
them one by one. Out of all, you can choose that you 
think has best Bengal kitten.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 8 - How to take care of your cats 

well when you are away 



 

If you are planning a long vacation and do not want to 
keep your pet along with, what you can do for your pet 
during that time! Obviously, you cannot take your pets 
everywhere you go, so you need to find out some ways to 
take care of your cats well when you are away. The 
first and only idea that comes into mind is to keep 
aplenty of food and water so that your cats can get at 
least essential nutrients during your absence. It is 
essential to keep aplenty of cat food which they can 
access easily so that your cat can use it whenever it 
is required. 

  

It is always suggested that you should also keep some 
dry food as cats like it very much. It is better to use 
canned food for your cat during your absence. Such kind 
of food is not only good but is inexpensive as well. 
Dry food must be kept just for the little exercise of 
your cat’s jaws. Dry food cannot bring obesity in cat 
and that is why it is considered to be good during the 
absence of owners. It is also essential to place a 
litter box and some toys in the home. Cats have a 
common habit of scratching things, so place something 
with which your cat can play. 

  

There are several things which must be considered 
seriously by you. For instance, security of your kitten 
or cat while you are away is a major issue. In such a 
case, you can contact a sitter to take good care of 
your cat during your absence. You can ask your sitter 
to give regular updates about the cat. However, it is 
not essential but still if you want then you can ask 



your sitter. Apart from all, make sure to leave huge 
amount of food and other supplies. 

  

Pet Sitters 

You can find plenty of pet sitters either online or you 
can ask from your colleagues or friends. They can tell 
you some best pet sitters in the area. It is good to 
approach an experienced or professional pet sitter to 
take care of your cats. They can easily handle your 
problem and thus you can spend your vacations without 
any worry. Pet sitters have good knowledge about the 
amount of food which must be given to cats. So, cats 
are very moody and they hated to leave the environment 
where they are living from long time. It is good to 
hire pet services to take care of your cats when you 
are away.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 9 - Tips for raising them in good way 

 



Are you planning to bring a new kitten in your home? If 
yes then make sure to consider some essential things in 
order to raise new kitten in a good way. You can also 
involve your kids to learn some techniques for raising 
newly born kittens. It can help you to create a good 
bonding between your family and a new member in the 
house. It should be your effort to give an additional 
responsibility on your kids to take good care of 
kitten. It will be a great idea to ask your kids to 
name a new member in the house. The main concept is 
that if someone loves something, it becomes very easy 
to take good care of it. 

  

While enjoying with your kitty, it is essential to 
change the bowls, changing of water and cleaning the 
bowls from time to time. Oral care of kitten is one of 
the essential things which should be done seriously. 
General grooming and cleaning of hair must be done 
regularly. It is important to prevent the formation of 
heartworms and fleas on the body or hairs of cat. As 
you spend time with your kitty, you can start 
recognizing the signs of wellness and unhealthy 
behavior of your cat. Kids can perform such 
responsibilities quite well, so it is good to give such 
tasks to them. 

  

It is essential to give an additional space to the cat, 
private space! It is mainly due to the fact that cats 
needs some time to get adjusted in a new environment. 
It is the only way to make your kitty to feel 
comfortable in your home. No matter whether you are 
giving a mat piece, a box and a basket, make sure to 
create kitty’s home in advance. Talking soothingly and 



gentle strikingly is the way to get friendly with new 
member in short time. Every cat owner should prevent 
allowing their cat to go outside as it can be dangerous 
for your kitty. 

  

You need to make enough space for your cat to play 
inside. Cats love to play with water and thus you can 
allow your cat to bath with you. Strings, colorful bows 
and balls should be there so that your cat can play 
inside. Cats are very playful and thus make sure to 
bring some toys to keep it busy. You should also play 
with cat for some time each and every day to make it 
loving. So, above are few tips but are very effective 
to raise your cat in good way.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 10 - Precautions to take while raising them 

 



Do you work long hours but still want to bring a kitty 
in your home? You can do it, in fact you should bring 
two cats in your home so that both can play with each 
other while you are out. There are different kinds of 
cats available in the market but Bengal cats are quite 
popular due to their playful and friendly behavior. If 
you are bringing a Bengal cat in your house, make sure 
to give your kitty a complete privacy to make it feel 
comfortable. It is true that cats are bit private 
creatures but they love the company of children. It is 
always suggested that one should give a private 
accommodation or space to cats to make them feel 
comfortable. 

  

Bringing cat brush is one of the essential precautions 
which must be followed seriously irrespective of short 
or long hairs. It is important to remove the loose 
hairs or fur of cat. While raising cat, it is essential 
to spend good time with cats so that they can easily 
get familiar with you. There are different kinds of cat 
foods available in the market and you should find out 
which food is loved by cats. It is true that cats are 
very moody creatures and they can affront food if they 
do not like it. 

  

Kittens are very fond of milk but make sure to give 
buffalo milk as they will reject cow’s milk. It is 
essential that cat’s food must contain taurine as it is 
one of the important components in the list of cat’s 
food. Due to deficiency of taurine, cats may develop 
heart ailment or blindness. This is the reason cats are 
not given food intended for dogs and human beings. 
Water is very important for the kittens and you need to 



keep it all time nearby the place of your kitty. Also, 
it is your responsibility to raise your cat as an 
active creature. Make sure to bring enough toys and 
balls with which your kitten can play. 

  

Make sure to keep a close eye on the weight of your 
kittens. Sometimes, due to lack of exercise, kittens 
may gain weight which can be dangerous. First few days 
are important for the kitten as it is a time when you 
can socialize completely with your cat. You can stroke 
your kitten gently on the body, under the chin and 
under ears as well. Also, do not forget to keep a 
scratching pad or post with which your cat can scratch 
with. So, above are few precautions which must be 
considered while raising kittens.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 



Bengal cat is very amicable and intelligent; they are 
less wild but alert, very handsome and attractive 
felines. They are quick learners and if domesticated 
the right way they become close companions to their 
master.cat lovers all across the world have questions 
which vary from their health and maintenance, raising 
issues more hybrid and exotic breeds, diet, life span, 
places where these kittens can be taken from. Our e-
book Exotic Bengals as Pets and Some Amazing Ways to 
Keep Them offers you the most viable, comprehensible 
and manageable ways to keep Bengal kittens. The 
language is easy, understandable and content rich. Only 
experts have been consulted. If you adore pets this is 
just the right thing for you. Our book is a reader’s 
delight and is available in many languages! After 
reading this book keeping pets will no more be a 
responsibility rather they will be an ecstatic and 
unforgettable experience. So enjoy reading the book 
which is inclusive of ten special feature articles and 
let us help you with pet trouble. Buy it now. 

 

 


